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**WELL DONE**

Fully accomplishes the Portfolio Assignment.
- Shows full grasp and use of the central mathematical ideas. Recorded work communicates thinking clearly using some combination of written, symbolic, or visual means. Fully completes the assignment and goes beyond the requirements of the assignment. NO RESUBMIT OPTION.

**ACCEPTABLE**

Substantially accomplishes the Portfolio Assignment.
- Shows essential grasp of the central mathematical ideas. Recorded work in large part communicates thinking. Fulfills the minimum requirements of the assignment. NO RESUBMIT OPTION.

**REVISION NEEDED**

Partially accomplishes the Portfolio Assignment.
- Shows partial but limited grasp and use of the central mathematical ideas. Recorded work may be incomplete, misdirected or not clearly presented. Fulfills the minimum requirements of the assignment. MAY RESUBMIT BY THE DATE WRITTEN TO THE LEFT. MUST INCLUDE ALL OF THE ORIGINAL WORK & TITLE PAGE BEHIND THE REVISED WORK WITH A NEW TITLE PAGE. *

**RESTART**

Little or no progress toward accomplishing the Portfolio Assignment.
- Shows little or no grasp of the central mathematical ideas. Recorded work is barely (if at all) comprehensible. May or may not fulfill the requirements of the assignment. MAY RESUBMIT BY THE DATE WRITTEN TO THE LEFT. MUST INCLUDE ALL OF THE ORIGINAL WORK & TITLE PAGE BEHIND THE REVISED WORK WITH A NEW TITLE PAGE. *

**Comments:**

- Excellent (Demonstration Section, Problems Section, Reflection Section)
- May I make a copy of this for my files? If yes, please return to me stapled, without the report cover. Thank You.
- Your work has improved!
- Looks terrific!
- Good Work!
- Must be done in Blue or Black Ink, or typed.
- Needs to be neater.
- Use proper format/report cover for the assignment.
- Incorrect uses of English, check over spelling, grammar and/or sentence structure.
- Missing important ideas.
- Did not complete the assignment.
- Missing (Demonstration Section, Problems Section, Reflection Section).
- No examples given or missing important examples
- You need to explain how the demonstration problem relates to the main ideas of the unit.
- Do not assume the reader can refer to the assignment or text, include all information in your writing.
- Do not copy word for word from the text, put into your own words.
- Don’t be chatty. Use as few words as possible to completely express your ideas.
- Work out your own examples, do not use note boxes from the text. Use your own explanation.
- This does not show that you understand the mathematics involved.
- Check your mathematics/arithmetic for accuracy.
- No credit given for copied work or work that you allowed to be copied.
- Address these questions in your Reflection Section:
  - How did you help your group work well together? (Be specific)
  - What could you have done to improve how your grouped worked together? (Be specific)
  - What occurred in your group that was particularly helpful/harmful and what made it so?
  - Who was in your group?
- In your Problem Section you need to include an example to demonstrate that you do indeed understand that topic/idea.
- Explain why you chose these topics for your Problem Section.
- Your explanation/discussion is too brief or missing altogether. More detail is needed in order for it to demonstrate your knowledge.
- Areas to improve (Demonstration Section, display of diagrams/graphs, organization, explanation, connecting ideas, Problem Section, Reflection Section).
- Showing the mathematics like in assignments is enough. However, you need to connect it all together with words. The comments marked above may not be complete. You must read your work through. If you are going to do a resubmit, do not improve only the areas commented on. Improve the whole thing, look for other things you could have done better. Then change them! Resubmits must have a new title page, the new work, the graded title page, the old work all in a folder in the order listed.

Remember to staple this and keep it for your Portfolio Final at the end of the year!

* THE HIGHEST GRADE A RESUBMIT MAY RECEIVE IS “ACCEPTABLE.”
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